A WAR AGAINST WOMEN IS A WAR AGAINST:
THE FAMILY + THE WHOLE WORKING CLASS!

ARISE, SISTERS!

FIGHT BACK AGAINST THE
WAR ON WOMEN

Trump threatens to appoint Supreme Court judges who would repeal Roe v Wade and to exempt Big Corporations from providing birth control. Unlike other women’s rights organizations, we realize the woman’s question is beyond reproductive rights; the right to work; or just voting Democrat. Let’s remember it was President Carter who voted against the Equal Rights Amendment and for the Hyde Act; Clinton who destroyed Welfare; and Obama who in 2011 slashed Foodstamps; then signed an act defunding it in 2021. Women are not just workers. They are mothers, sisters, and daughters. We fight for mothers and other working women; of all races and colors. We fight for peace. Women represent the backbone of the family and society.

We women know our work doesn’t always produce a paycheck nor does it end when we clock out. For as soon as we get home from work, we need to cook, mend our kid’s socks, and look in on our elderly parents. Women produce the most precious product to appear on the capitalist market: labor and reproduction power. Low wages, income inequality, high inflation, and constant cuts in social services such as foodstamps & daycare service, means most women today live in constant crisis, going from a paid job to un-paid work at home without any time for themselves or their families. When children do not have a parent at home; When the elderly are shunned and placed in Nursing Homes, though it’s cheaper to provide assistance at home; when women are paid 78 for every $1 a man makes. This hurts not only women, but the family, and all of society.

We spend over $1.5 trillion on a war machine that lines the pockets of oil, gas, and defense industries (the 1%) at the expense of sending both American youth and millions of innocent women and children around the world to their deaths.

Pass the Equal Pay Amendment!
Demand:
* Higher Wages!
* Paid Sick Leave!
* Free Daycare!
* 6 years paid Family Leave!
* Wages for Child + Eldercare!

Fight Now to Save Foodstamps + Social Security Before they’re eliminated in 2021!!!
Demand our Taxpayer Money Go to Education, Housing, Healthcare, and job creation And not for War!!!

It was Russian women who were in the forefront during the successful Workers Revolution of 1917. Similarly in the US during the 1930’s, Native + Immigrant women were leaders in the valiant struggle that helped this nation gain the minimum wage, 40 hr work week, social security, clean water, free education, and the abolishment of child labor. We need to be get back on the forefront; defending precious programs our government plans to eliminate, fighting for greater rights, as well as demanding an end to all unjust wars.

Call Us! Make a Difference! For you, for your children, your parents, and everyone!
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